Copper deficiency.
Reports of the neurologic findings in adults with acquired copper deficiency as well as the development of novel models for Menkes disease have permitted a greater understanding of the role of copper in the central nervous system. A role of mitochondrial copper homeostasis in cellular energy metabolism suggests roles for this metal in cellular differentiation and biochemical adaptation. Acquired copper deficiency in adults is reported with increasing frequency, often without any identifiable cause. Chemical genetic studies identified a zebrafish model of Menkes disease that can be used for high-throughput therapeutics and revealed a hierarchy of copper distribution during development. Studies in mice reveal that the copper transport protein Ctr1 is essential for intestinal copper absorption and suggest a unique role for copper in axonal extension, excitotoxic cell death and synaptic plasticity in the central nervous system. Lastly, recent biochemical studies indicate a central role for the mitochondrial matrix in cellular copper metabolism. The recent developments in our understanding of copper deficiency and copper homeostasis outlined in this review provide an exciting platform for future investigations intended to elucidate the role of copper in central nervous system development and disease.